
HOW TO SUCCESSFULLY SEPARATE THE SUBSTANCE IN THE SLUDGE

AND KNWONING ITS CHARACTERISTICS PROPERTIES

To determine how many different pure substances (solids and liquids) are in your â€œsludge To separate the pure
solids and liquid that make up your sludge by using To measure all appropriate characteristic properties of each pure
solid and you could have done differently (if the day was successful in your mind or not).

Density, defined as a substance's mass per unit volume, is an important physical property for characterizing a
material or chemical system. In the Part Sludge Rule, EPA, a the pathogenic quality of sludge is controlled by
categorization of sludges as either "Class A" safe for direct contact or "Class B" crop and site restrictions
required , according to criteria for the destiny of indicator and pathogenic organisms and by specification of
process performance. Control of trace elements and toxic organic compounds in sludges is more appropriately
managed by the regulation of wastewater at its sources. Most solid substances are irregularly shaped, which
complicates volume determination. Adding a solute such as sugar, salt or other compounds to water will
change the boiling point of the resulting solution. We then found three characteristic properties: density, odor,
and flammability. You can turn dirty water into clear water using a filter. More than 80 percent of most fruits,
however, consist of water, so basically the apple or cranberry juice is a mixture of water and sugar. For
instance, secondary treatment is rarely achieved using physical and chemical processes rather than biological
treatment. Chemical and, less frequently, physical techniques are used to condition sludge. Additionally,
suspended solids are sometimes removed from conventional wastewater treatment plant effluent prior to using
the effluent in agriculture. The more different the properties are, the easier it is to separate the substances. As
with wastewater effluents, more detailed information about specific sludge constituents is found in sections of
the report where the potential effects of those constituents are discussed. The bulk of wastewater comes from
manufacturing processes 6. The lighter particles stay suspended in the water, and are decanted poured off.
Typical concentrations of other constituents in wastewater treatment plant effluent are summarized in Chapter
2. After the measurement has stabilized, tare the balance. Are they very different? On the basis of milk casein
coagulation procedures, whey can be categorised as cheese whey and second cheese whey. You've just
watched JoVE's introduction the determination of the density of a liquid and a solid. To begin this procedure,
place a clean and dry mL volumetric flask on an analytical balance. Michael Evans â€” Georgia Institute of
Technology The ratio of the mass of a substance to its volume is known as the mass density or, simply, the
density of the substance. If you use a transparent lid, can you see droplets forming on the inward-facing side of
the lid? Heavy Metals Investigations of heavy metal partitioning in secondary wastewater treatment plants
include both surveys of operating POTWs Mytelka et al. Instead, their volumes can be determined by
submerging the solid in a liquid. The container is filled to the line with the liquid sample and weighed again
after the empty flask has been tared. Not all tertiary treatment processes follow secondary treatment, as was
shown schematically in Figure 3. Density measurements can also be used to identify an unknown substance if
a list of possible reference densities is available, and can be used to distinguish between metals similar in
appearance. Second cheese whey is a by-product in cottage cheese production after milk has been fermented,
or curdled, with organic or mineral acids. While the two samples have the same mass, their volumes are
considerably different. Human health concerns about pathogenic organisms and viruses in sludge are
considered in more detail in Chapter 5 , and regulations to control infectious disease transmission from the use
of sludge in crop production are discussed in Chapter 7. How does the color look; is it very intense? Following
treatment, sludges may be disposed of for example, in a landfill or used for food crop production or in other
applications such as silviculture and nonfood crop agriculture. Optimization of sludge treatment process
integration by Dick, et al. Scientific literature also discusses casein whey whose composition is very close to
that of second cheese whey 2. Let's now look at several different applications of density to different field of
scientific research. Now place the cover on the pot, upside down, so that the tip of the sloping lid is facing
toward the bowl placed inside the pot. Additional tertiary or advanced treatment may be justified by local
conditions. The two sludges almost invariably are combined prior to the end of the treatment, and, for
purposes of discussing the ultimate utilization of treated sludge, they are not further distinguished. When
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sludge is applied to land, inactivation of remaining pathogenic organisms and viruses continues, biological
stabilization of residual organic material progresses, and biologically-mediated and abiotic chemical
transformations occur.


